
Simple Pursuits for Home  
(Gail Wilbur) 

Creative: 
● Color eggs (hard boiled) 

○ Food coloring (check box) 
○ Coloring kits 
○ Markers, crayons 

 
● Make pipe cleaner people/constructions 

 
● Paper bag or sock puppets 

○ Design a play around a problem and a solution, tell a story, present to family 
 

● Order “How To” drawing books: 
○ Dragons, dinosaurs, monsters, people, princesses 

 
● “How To” make things books 

○ Paper airplanes 
 

● Food/baking 
○ Adolescents- bake cookies 
○ Create snacks 
○ Make lunch, a salad 

 
● Explore creative mediums (one a day) 

○ Water color paints, poster or tempera paints, finger paints, markers (different tips 
sizes, as many color choices as possible), crayons (large color variety), modeling 
clay (older, stronger hands) or other compound (younger, smaller hands), Play 
Doh (check for online recipes to make homemade, be careful homemade color 
tends to bleed out onto surfaces, put down an old table cloth for play) 

○ Different types of brushes, mixing tray to experiment with paint colors, try Q-tips 
for tempera painting 
 

● Coloring books or pages from the internet. (There are some beautiful and quite 
complicated ones for older children.) 
 

● String beads (bead kits), other types of kits (purchase online from Amazon, Michaels, 
possibly Walmart) 



● Paint the house:  put a few drops of food color in a beach sand bucket of water, provide 
some type of brush, larger than a picture painting one and send your child outside to 
“paint the house” (or a picnic table, or an outdoor chair, etc.) 
 

● Shoe box:  make a train, a house, a hotel (for young ones mom or dad cut out windows 
and make a door that opens and closes by cutting out top, right, and bottom edges, put a 
string in the smaller side to make a rain toy that can be pulled around the house) 
 

● Write a running story that various people add to.  Your child starts it and passes to a 
parent.  Parent adds to it and passes to another child or other parent.  Call an aunt, 
uncle or grandparent for another add to the story.  When done, pass back to first author 
to read or, if too young, they pick a reader.  Start a new story. 
 

● “Musical Instruments” 
○ Put rice or beans in a soup can, yogurt cup, or small plastic container.  Shake to 

music or singing. Cover open-ended containers with waxed paper, plastic wrap, 
or other paper and a rubber band. 

○ Stretch an uniflated balloon over a larger can to make drum 
○ Stretch rubber bands of various widths across a box to make a “guitar”.  Put on a 

concert! 
 
Building/Kits 

● Model planes, cars, spaceships, etc. (check Amazon) 
● Blocks- build structures (castles, racing ramps for small cars or marbles), knock em 

down when done 
● Bristle blocks 
● Lego kits or free building with existing pieces 
● Knex 
● Motorized building items 
● Puzzles 
● Origami paper folding (get a directions book) 
● “Sheet Forts” 

○ Throw a large sheet over a table or two chairs with backs facing each other about 
6-8 feet apart, let the kids load up the space with pillows and favorite toys/books. 
They could maybe have separate forts if you have more than one child and visit 
each other. 

● Build the tallest, strongest structure you can with toothpicks and gumdrops or mini 
marshmallows (small balls of clay or Playdoh).  What shape worked the best.  Everyone 
in the family can try this. 

 
Outdoor Play 

● Take laps around the house (or a neighborhood circuit for older children).  Try to 
increase the number in a specified time or decrease the individual lap time). 



● Children design various courses 
○ E.g. Run from the patio to the swingset, swing back and forth 3 times on your 

belly, run to the rose bush, then to the corner of the house, do 5 jumping jacks, 
sprint around to the front of the house, touch the mailbox, go around the other 
side of the house to the patio.  (whoever gets there first or has the best time 
wins).  Kids could make medals or prizes to go with this.  Parents can be part of 
the challenge.  Test your agility! 
 

● Children create a treasure hunt with clues and maps. 
● Shoot “hoops” 

○ Increase skill:  number of backboard shots, number of “swishes” (doesn’t hit rim 
or backboard) 

○ Pickle:  each basket sunk earns a letter of the word.  First to spell pickle wins. 
○ No hoop?  Set up buckets and throw a smaller ball in.  Put them on the ground, 

put them on a table. 
● Hopscotch 
● Jump rope (check online for chants) 
● Think about making a sand box.  (Buy some bags of sand at Home Depot and pick a 

spot in the yard to dump it.  Get fancy and make some wood sides around it.  Fancier 
still put pieces of wood across the corners as seats.  Kids can play in it with old kitchen 
utensils, measuring cups, and strainers.  Cover it when not in use with an old tablecloth 
or sheet.  Secure it down so animals can’t get under. 

 
Games 

● Dominoes (kids just like to make long trains of them and also set them up to make a long 
line that knocks each one in it down. 

● Card games 
● Mancala 
● Card games (Look up games with regular playing cards online.  When I was little, Slap 

Jack was my favorite.) 
 
Simple daily chores 

● Make the bed 
● Pick up the room 
● Rinse lunch dishes and put in dishwasher 
● feed/walk a pet 
● Play with the pet for a certain period of time 
● Dusting 
● Wipe up the bathroom sink area 

 
Read every day for enjoyment 

● Fiction and non-fiction 
● Ask your child to explain what they have read 



● Ask questions about it (who, what, when, where, why) 
 
Look for virtual tours 


